ABSTRACT Probing magnetic fields in Giant Molecular Clouds is often challenging. Fortunately, it has recently been shown in simulations that analysis of velocity gradients (the Velocity Gradient Technique) can be used to map out the magnetic field morphology of different physical layers within molecular clouds when applied CO isotopologues with different optical depths. Here, we test the effectiveness of the Velocity Gradient Technique in reconstructing the magnetic field structure of the molecular cloud Vela C, employing seven chemical tracers that have different optical depths, i.e.
INTRODUCTION
The magnetic field in the universe plays an essential role in multiple astrophysical processes, e.g., regulation of star formation (Burkhart et al. 2015; Chapman et al. 2013) , guiding material and thermodynamic transfer between different media, and propagation and acceleration of cosmic rays (Fermi 1949; Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014) . One of the most critical roles of the magnetic field plays is to modify ubiquitous interstellar turbulence (Mac Low & Klessen 2004; BallesterosParedes et al. 2007 ) both in the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM), e.g. neutral hydrogen (H I), and in the molecular gas (Bell & Lin 1994; Heitsch et al. 2007; Ostriker et al. 2001) which is distributed over an extensive range of density regimes in galaxies. While most of the sightlines towards Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) have low column density (≤ 10 22 cm −3 ), it is the properties of the dense gas components, such as magnetic field strength, turbulent energy, and angular momentum, that regulate the region where new stars are being born (Murray et al. 2010; Leroy et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2015; Li et al. 2005; Soler & Hennebelle 2017) . Thus, an exploration of their contribution on the dynamical evolution of molecular clouds is crucial to fully understand the process of star formation (Hopkins et al. 2012; Gao & Solomon 2004; Solomon & Sage 1988) .
Many methods of tracing the magnetic fields have been yue.hu@wisc.edu proposed, although each method has limitations and biases. For instance, measuring polarization from dust grain alignment (Andersson et al. 2015; Lazarian 2007; Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) requires high sensitivity either large scale far infrared or sub-mm polarization maps, which are extremely time-consuming from ground-based telescopes and often have low dust grain alignment efficiency (Lazarian 2007) . Surveys of magnetic fields from polarization due to the selective extinction of starlight passing through dust clouds are not highly effective for clouds with large dust columns. The synchrotron polarization method (Draine 2011; Carilli & Taylor 2002; Jansson & Farrar 2012 ) is mostly used to trace magnetic field in warm and hot phases of ISM, while though Faraday rotation one can only measure the magnetic field along the line of sight towards regions where the ionization is significant (Hill et al. 2013 ). Both numerical simulations and observations have shown that the Velocity Gradient Technique (VGT) is a promising method in studying magnetic fields (Yuen & Lazarian 2017a; Lazarian & Yuen 2018a; Hsieh et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2019a) . The first suggestion to use velocity gradients to trace magnetic fields was made in González-Casanova & Lazarian (2017) (henceforth GL17) where velocity centroid gradients (VCGs) were used as proxies of velocity gradients. This technique was applied to a wide range of column densities from diffuse neutral hydrogen (H I) gas in Yuen & Lazarian (2017a) (henceforth YL17) and Hu et al. (2018) , and later Lazarian & Yuen (2018a) proposed to use velocity channel gradients (VChGs) to trace magnetic fields.
The application of the techniques to the diffuse H I data has proven the promise of this radically new way of magnetic field study (Lazarian & Yuen 2018a) . A recent exploration of the gradients technique in self-absorbing molecular gas data and self-gravitating media (Yuen & Lazarian 2017b; González-Casanova et al. 2019; Hsieh et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2019a ) have also demonstrated that VGT can be used as tracers of the magnetic field in regions with different physical conditions using 13 CO as molecular tracer. In this paper, we present an observational example for a low galactic latitude Giant Molecular Cloud Vela C using the recent advancement of the VGT made by Hsieh et al. (2019) in numerical simulations, which demonstrated that VGT can also be applied to CO isotopologues including 12 CO and C 18 O. We use 7 molecular line maps for the analysis in Vela C, including the 3 isotopes of CO, CS, HNC, HCO + , and HCN. The latter four molecular tracers are high density tracers (number density of H 2 around 10 4 cm −3 − 10 6 cm −3 ) compared to the CO tracers 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 18 O, which typically trace number densities of H 2 between 10 2 cm −3 − 10 4 cm −3 (Shirley 2015; Fissel et al. 2019 ). To evaluate the success of the VGT we compare our inferred magnetic field orientation from the VGT to the magnetic field orientation inferred from a large scale 500 µm BLASTPol polarization map first presented in Fissel et al. (2016) .
In what follows, in Section 2 and Section 3, we describe the theoretical foundation and the Velocity Gradients Technique used in our work. In Section 4, we discuss the ability of VGT to trace magnetic fields over a large range of densities in GMCs and the contribution from the foreground and background. In Section 5, we show how to trace the magnetic field through the combination of different molecular tracers and estimate the fraction of the collapsing regions in Vela C. In Section 6 we discuss the possible application of gradient technique to other molecular clouds. In Section 7, we give our conclusions.
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE ON SELF-ABSORBING GRADIENT TECHNIQUE

Basic MHD Turbulence Theory
The MHD turbulence has been explored both theoretically and numerically in decades (Shebalin et al. 1983; Higdon 1984; Montgomery & Matthaeus 1995) . In Goldreich & Sridhar (1995) (henceforth GS95) they formulated the theory of incompressible MHD turbulence and also predicted predicted the turbulent anisotropy which later becomes the foundation of several magnetic fields tracing techniques. GS95 described that the scaling of turbulent eddies is approximate v l ∼ l 1 3 , where v l is the turbulence velocity at scale l and l is the size of eddies perpendicular to the magnetic field. However, GS95 is done with respect to the mean magnetic field where the anisotropic relation is not expected to be observed.
In Lazarian & Vishniac (1999) they illustrate that the motion of turbulent eddies enables the magnetic fields to mix with minimal resistance from magnetic tension for eddies at all scales and thus a much faster rate of magnetic reconnection is allowed compared to the traditional Sweet-Parker model. As a result of the mixing motions, the Alfvénic turbulence tends to move along the magnetic field directions. To find how turbulent eddies evolve in the direction parallel to the magnetic field, it is also necessary to consider the mixing motions associated with magnetic eddies and Alfvén waves with the period equal to the period of an eddy:
where l || is the parallel scale of the eddy and v A is Alfvén velocity. The correlation between the parallel and perpendicular scales of sub-Alfvénic turbulence, i.e. v l ≤ v A , eddies can be obtained as:
This correlation shows that turbulent eddies are elongated along the direction of the magnetic field and it holds for the eddies that are aligned with the local direction of the magnetic field that surrounds them. Incidentally, the concept of local magnetic field frame explains why, unlike the original GS95 treatment, the anisotropy of turbulence actually reflects the direction of magnetic fields that percolates turbulent eddies. This result was confirmed by numerical simulations (Cho & Vishniac 2000; Cho & Lazarian 2003; Maron & Goldreich 2001) . Due to this particular property of MHD turbulence, the velocities associated with a turbulent eddy are anisotropic so that the largest change of the velocity is in the direction perpendicular to the local direction of the magnetic field. Thus, it is essential that VGT is tracing the local magnetic field around eddies rather than the mean magnetic field.
It is worth to mention that the correlation function analysis (CFA) of the velocities was firstly proposed to study magnetic field morphology, to estimate magnetization (Esquivel et al. 2015; Esquivel & Lazarian 2011) , as well as to determine the contribution of the fast, slow and Alfven modes in observed turbulence (Kandel et al. 2016 (Kandel et al. , 2017a using the theoretical understanding of MHD turbulence aforementioned. However, numerical study Yuen et al. (2018) showed that, comparing with VGT, CFA faces several issues in particular, the anisotropy may be distorted, multi-centered eddies or the contours are not closed. These significantly degrade the determination of the direction of anisotropy, thus the magnetic field through CFA. In addition, VGT as a superior technique has been successfully tested to trace the local magnetic field from absorbing media for the case of 13 CO emission with different abundances and densities (González-Casanova et al. 2019) , while Hsieh et al. (2019) showed in numerical simulations that the VGT can map out the magnetic field structures of different physical depths in a molecular cloud using CO isotopologues with different optical depths and in the presence of weak self-gravity.
Molecules as Probes of Gas in Different Density Regimes
Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) are the sites for most of the star formation to take place across the Milky Way and also in other galaxies. The star formation regions are often observationally unresolved in GMCs. The gas in GMCs have Table 1 . Observation parameters for seven chemical tracers used in our analysis, including the type of molecules, their respective transition levels, observing frequency in GHz, beam full width half maximum (FWHM) in arcsec, the smallest thickness of the velocity channel slice, and the approximate molecular hydrogen density (NH 2 ) we expect each molecule to trace. Note that for all of molecules we have observed the ground state (J = 1 -0) transitions. ξ is the velocity reoslution of each data, while δvR is the velocity dispersion.
an average number density of the order of 10 2 cm −3 and temperature of 10 -30K (Heyer et al. 2009 ), while the star formation clumps may have number densities around to 10 7 cm −3
and temperature as low as 10K or even lower (Williams et al. 1994 ). Molecular tracers like 12 CO typically become optically thick, and therefore mostly trace the outer (low density) regions of molecular clouds.
13 CO, which is typically a factor of ∼100 less abundant than 12 CO and therefore usually optically thin, can be used to trace intermediate density regions, as can the even less abundant isotopologue C 18 O.
Transitions of the molecules CS, HNC, HCO
+ and HCN have higher critical densities and are therefore used to trace intermediate or high-density molecular gas. These molecules tend to either trace regions where the effect of self-gravitation is very strong or gas that are just outside the self-gravitating regions. However, regions with high-density gas do not necessarily host star formation, that is, high density does not necessarily indicate that the self-gravitation is strong enough to trigger the gravitational collapse.
In summary, we expect that each molecular line will trace a different set of temperature, density, and excitation conditions. Therefore, by using multiple molecular lines it is possible to study the cloud velocity and density structure in low, intermediate and high-density molecular gas. Table 1 summarizes the properties of the molecular lines used in this study. Note that we only use the ground state (J = 1 -0) transition of each molecular line in our analysis.
METHOD 3.1. Velocity Gradients Technique
We use molecular line data from a survey with the 22-meter Mopra telescope covering the Vela C Giant Molecular Cloud, covering 264.62
• -266.56
• in galactic longitude, and 0.54
• -1.92
• in galactic latitude. The observations are is described in detail in Fissel et al. (2019) . The beam full width half maximum (FWHM) in arcmin and the thickness of velocity slice in kms −1 of different tracers are shown also in Table 2 .
Vela C is a massive (M ∼ 10 5 M ), relatively nearby GMC (GAIA-DR2 distance ∼ 900 pc), that appears to be relatively young and unevolved (Yamaguchi et al. 1999; Netterfield et al. 2009; ?) . This molecular cloud is mostly cold (T dust < 15 K) and in early stages of star formation, though it has formed a 1 Myr cluster of stars which powers a compact H II region (Ellerbroek et al. 2013 ). Vela C therefore provides a good opportunity for testing the Velocity Gradient Technique through the study of alignment between VCGs/ VChGs and the magnetic field orientation inferred from polarization data. We infer the orientation of the projected magnetic field by rotating measurements of polarization angle made with the Balloon-borne Large-Aperture Sub-millimeter Telescope for Polarimetry (BLASTPol) at 500 µm by 90
• (Fissel et al. 2016 ).
1
Velocity centroid maps C(x,y) for all tracers are produced by integrating along the velocity axis of the PPV (PositionPosition-Velocity) cube:
where T R is the the radiation temperature (in units of Kelvin), and v is the line-of-sight velocity. For the analysis of observational data, the theory describing the statistics of fluctuations in the Position-Position-Velocity (PPV) cube is crucial (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2000) . It predicts the anisotropy of the velocity channel maps (Lazarian et al. 2002) . Even when the velocity slice is thin, the channels can record more contribution from turbulent velocities (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2000; Yuen et al. 2019) . Therefore, the gradients of thin velocity channel maps (VChGs) are expected to trace the magnetic field orientation with high accuracy (Lazarian & Yuen 2018a ). Thus, we also investigate the correspondence between VChGs and the magnetic field. To construct the velocity channel maps, we create integrated maps over a narrow velocity range ∆v satisfying:
where δv 2 R is the velocity dispersion in a patch size with radius R. In this case, we chose the channel velocity width to be this so that the velocity contribution in the velocity channel map dominates over the density contribution (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2000) . Then the velocity channel map can be 1 The data reduction and removal of the contribution to the polarized emission from dust in the diffuse ISM surrounding Vela C is described in Fissel et al. (2016) . In our analysis, we use only data using the "Intermediate" diffuse emission subtraction method from Fissel et al. (2016) . The beam FWHM of the BLASTPol 500µm polarization data is 2.5 , which corresponds to ∼0.6 pc at the distance to Vela C. Normalized distributions of alignments between rotated Velocity Centroid Gradients (VCGs, top row) / Velocity Channel Gradients (VChGs, bottom row) and magnetic field inferred from polarization. The distribution is drawn by using raw gradients of each pixel without sub-block averaging. The dashed line is a Gaussian fit to the distribution, where µ is the expectation of the distribution. The vertical axis is the relative probability of the relative angle. • . The left panels use C 18 O as a tracer, the middle panels show 13 CO, the right panels show 12 CO. The background images are moment zero maps (integrated line intensities) for VChGs, and first moment maps for the VCGs. Green contours in the top panels indicate the high-column density regions in which all pixels are above the 95 th percentile in integrated line intensity.
calculated also by integrating along the velocity axis:
We follow the gradient calculation algorithm of velocity centroid maps from Yuen & Lazarian (2017a) , and velocity channel maps from Lazarian & Yuen (2018a) , with the sub-block averaging method (Yuen & Lazarian 2017a ) applied. In this work, the sub-block size is selected as 24 pixels (∼ 1pc) which is enough for statistical accuracy . The polarization vector is averaged over the same sub-block size. In addition, Lazarian & Yuen (2018a) suggested a refinement of the velocity gradient technique by using the Moving Window approach which is using a continuous sub-block averaging, rather than dividing up the map into discrete sub-blocks. We apply the Moving Window to all our gradient maps unless specifically mentioned.
Alignment Measure
The orientation of gradients from VGT is compared with the magnetic filed inferred from BLASTPol polarization. The relative orientations between the 90
• rotated gradients and project magnetic field directions from polarization angles are measured by the Alignment Measure (AM) used:
where θ is the angular difference between the gradient vector rotated by 90
• and the magnetic field vector derived from polarization in a single sub-block.
The range of AM is [-1,1]. There are three important cases for the value of AM:
1. AM = -1: in this case the gradients are perpendicular to the projected magnetic field; 2. AM = 0: the gradients are neither perpendicular nor parallel to the magnetic field;
3. AM = 1: the gradients are parallel to the projected magnetic field, which implies a perfect alignment.
Note that since AM is insensitive to the sign of the velocity gradient, e.g. AM(θ) = AM(−θ) , it is advantageous to test the performance of the VGT in terms of the orientation of the plane-of-the-sky magnetic fields. 13 CO and C 18 O can trace molecular gas over a larger range of densities, while optically thick 12 CO traces the lower density outer cloud regions. In Yuen & Lazarian (2017a) , we see that by combining the gradient vectors and polarization measurements from the same region, we can determine whether a region is optically thick or thin, and whether the self-gravity is dominant in a particular region or not. Fig. 1 shows the normalized distribution of the relative orientation between rotated VCGs/VChGs and the inferred magnetic field from polarization using 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 18 O as tracers. The distribution is constructed by calculating gradients for each map pixel, without using sub-block averaging. We find that the set of rotated gradient alignment angles is roughly consistent with a Gaussian distribution. The expectation values of VCGs are located near 13.5 o , while for VChGs the expectation values are decreasing with the increasing of the critical density of each tracer. Fig. 2 shows the orientation of VCGs, VChGs, and the magnetic field obtained from polarization with sub-block averaging method applied. Fig. 2 also shows that using C 18 O VChGs reflects the central structure of the cloud, while 12 CO and 13 CO determine the outskirts structure. Between these three tracers, C
18 O shows the best agreement with the magnetic field inferred from polarization data.
High-density tracers: HCN, HNC, HCO
+ & CS Molecular CS is well known for tracing dense clumps in the molecular clouds in the Milky Way. Also, recent multiline surveys of nearby spiral galaxies (Bayet et al. 2009 ) of this molecule in extragalactic environments have revealed low J (J ≤ 4) transitions of CS trace gas densities of the order 10 5 cm −3 , even the number is close to 10 6 cm −3 . Estimates of the effective excitation density of CS from Shirley (2015) show that cold CS J = 1 -0 typically traces densities of ∼10 4 cm −3 . HCN and HNC are two species that have routinely been used as tracers of star formation regions in molecular clouds (Turner et al. 1997) . In fact, HCN is used to trace the same approximate densities as the low-J CS molecule, and hence the gas that it traces is not necessarily in a self-gravitating star formation region. HNC has a similar critical density to that of HCN. Therefore, HNC and HCN should be good tracers for higher density star formation gas which might be selfgravitating. ? showed that HNC is a better molecular tracer than HCN when probing low-J lines, based on the analysis of visual extinction and line integrated intensities. We note that the HCN J = 1 -0 has hyperfine structure which complicates the interpretation of the VCGs. Also the HCN emission has a lower integrated line emission compared to HNC (Fissel et al. 2019) .
Compared to the other three tracers, HCO + is more often to be used as a tracer of ionized gas (e.g., see Cleeves et al. 2015) . However, 80% of the HCO + and HCN emission originates in non-self-gravitating regions of molecular clouds (Vollmer et al. 2017) . HCN and the HCO + emission lines can therefore both be used to trace the dense gas around the self-gravitating regions. Fig. 3 shows the normalized distribution of the relative orientation between rotated VCGs/VChGs and the inferred magnetic field from polarization, using CS, HCN, HNC, and HCO + . We do not apply sub-block averaging when constructing the distributions, but use the raw gradients for each Normalized distribution of alignment between rotated VCGs (top row) / VChGs (bottom row) and the magnetic field inferred from polarization. The distribution is drawn by using raw gradients of each pixel, without sub-block averaging. The dashed line is a Gaussian fit to the distribution, where µ is the expectation of the distribution. The vertical axis is the relative probability of the relative angle. • . The left column represents using HCN as tracer, the second column is HCO + , the third column is HNC. Green contours in the top panels indicate the high-column density regions in which all pixels are above the 95 th percentile in integrated line intensity. • . Green contours in the top panel indicate the high-column density region in which all pixels are above the 95 th percentile in integrated line intensity.
pixel. We find that the distribution is consistent with a Gaussian distribution. However, the expectation values of VChGs are ∼5.5
• , lower than the expectation values for the 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 18 O lines. CS and HNC show smaller expectation values of VCGs compared to HCN and HCO + . Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the orientation of VCGs, VChGs using HCN, HNC, HCO + , and CS, and the magnetic field obtained from polarization with sub-block averaging method applied. Fig. 5 shows that CS is able to detect a clear structure of Vela C by using VChGs, and shows a excellent performance, AM=0.70, than others. Among four tracers, HNC and CS appear to best trace the magnetic field.
Contribution from the Foreground and Background
In a low galactic latitude cloud, such as Vela C, foreground and background material can change the observed cloud magnetic field orientation. In contrast, the VGT method for tracing magnetic fields is only sensitive to the molecule probed, and molecular line cubes can be studied solely over the velocity range associated with the molecular cloud of interest. Using the VGT it should therefore also be possible to trace the magnetic field in different layers of the cloud, by targeting lines that trace different ranges of densities. Thus, VGT using molecular tracers provides the information of the localized magnetic field corresponding to species in the cloud, while polarization accumulates the information along Table 2 . The expectation value µ of the relative angle between rotated VCGs/VChGs and the magnetic field inferred from polarization, without sub-block averaging method.
the line of sight, i.e. VGT and polarization are tracing different components of the magnetic field. If we want to fairly compare VGT and polarization, we should consider the contribution from the foreground and background. In Fissel et al. (2016) the authors attempted to remove the contribution of the foreground and background dust to the BLASTPol 500 µm polarization data by using two different methods to model the diffuse polarized dust emission, and subtracted their model from the data. However the systematic uncertainty associated with removing the diffuse polarized emission is expected to most affect polarization angles towards regions of low column density within Vela C. We note that several locations where the BLASTPol inferred magnetic field direction differs from the velocity gradient inferred field direction are towards the edge of the map in low column density regions of Vela C.
Tab.2 shows the expectation value µ of the relative angle between the rotated gradients of each molecular tracer and the magnetic field inferred from dust polarization. From Table.2, we find that low-density tracers, i.e.
12 CO and 13 CO, indeed show larger deviation between the rotated VChGs and magnetic fields inferred from the polarization than highdensity tracers. As mentioned above, for low-column density regions we expect a larger systematic uncertainty in the polarization angle associated with background/foreground polarized emission subtraction, so it is not surprising that 12 CO and 13 CO, which show emission across the entire mapped area, show a larger deviation from the VChG and VCG inferred magnetic field orientation. In addition, we find that VChGs show approximately µ ∼ 6
• offsets for dense tracers, which are smaller than the offsets of VCGs. Noise is one possible factor contributing to the larger deviations of the VCGs compared to VChGs, for example, maps of VCGs are visually noisier than those of of VChGs. We note also that the HCN J = 1 -0 line has hyperfine structure, which makes calculating line velocity centroids more difficult.
5. TRACING THE MAGNETIC FIELD FROM LOW-DENSITY GAS REGION TO HIGH-DENSITY GAS REGION 5.1. Low-density Gas Region Fig. 2 shows that the integrated velocity channel maps, i.e. the moment = 0 maps, are able to trace the cloud's column density structure. VChGs of 12 CO and 13 CO appear to mostly trace the low to intermediate density material of Figure 6 . The alignment measure of low-column density regions and high-column density regions as traced by moment = 0 maps (shown in Fig .2 ), using VChGs for molecular tracers 12 CO, 13 CO, and
the cloud, as they become optically thick towards high column density cloud sightlines. Due to the lower optical depth of C 18 O, its emission lines traces deeper into the cloud, and therefore includes cloud structures over a larger range of densities. In this case, we can use 12 CO, 13 CO to get a fairly good idea of the magnetic field structure in the outer layers of the cloud and use C 18 O to better trace higher-density structure.
We therefore propose a method that uses multiple molecular lines as a combined tracer for magnetic field in GMCs, even if part of the cloud are strongly self-gravitating. We separate each moment = 0 map of the Vela C Cloud into the low-density regions and the high-density regions. The highdensity region is defined by the percentile of the integrated line intensity: we take as the high-density region all pixels that are above the 95 th percentile in integrated line intensity, while our definition of low-density gas is all the pixels that are below this same threshold. Fig. 6 compares the alignment measure for the lowcolumn density regions and high-column density regions (high-column density regions for each tracer are indicated with green contours in Fig .2, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5 ), traced by 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 18 O. We find that for VChGs, 12 CO shows little alignment towards the high-density region while C 18 O shows better alignment in high density regions than in low-density regions. The weak integrated line intensities of C 18 O towards low column density cloud regions likely contributes to the lower AM values observed towards low column density sightlines.
High-density Gas Region
As is described above, the CS, HNC, HCN, and HCO + are used as dense gas tracers. Although HCN and HCO + are usually generated in non-self-gravitating regions, they can be used to trace gas that is near the self-gravitating regions. Lower density tracers 12 CO 13 CO and intermediate density tracer C
18 O can also be applied to relatively diffuse regions that are near the strong self-gravitating molecular core.
From Fig. 5 and Fig. 4 , it is obvious that both CS and HNC show excellent alignment between gradients and the magnetic field. Fig. 7 shows the cumulative plot of the alignment measure, when using VChGs to trace the magnetic field by CS, HCN, HCO+, and HNC. CS and HNC show a very strong increase in the cumulative fraction over the AM range [0.5,1.0]. Therefore, HNC and CS give a more robust performance than others. We therefore propose to use HNC or CS to trace the magnetic field in the dense gas regions (i.e. H 2 density ∼ 10 4 − 10 6 cm −3 ) of GMCs. Furthermore, we propose including HNC to the inferred magnetic field orientation map made from a combination of multiple molecular line tracers.
12 CO, 13 CO, and C 18 O provide the structure of the magnetic field towards low and intermediate column density gas. Taking the dense region traced by HNC which traces higher densities on average than CS into account, we can, therefore, infer the plane of sky component of the magnetic field orientation over a wide range of cloud densities in GMCs. Fig. 8 shows the magnetic field structure of Vela C obtained from VChGs using the combination of multi-tracers 12 CO, 13 CO, C 18 O and HNC. The map is produced as follows: using velocity channel maps, we compare the structure contours 2 as discussed above from different molecular tracers and remove the gradients calculated from the tracer has lower critical density in the overlap region but keep the gradients calculated from the tracer has higher critical density. The combination of multiple-tracers shows a better alignment measure over all than any single molecular line tracer. 2 The structure contour is a curve connecting points which have the same particular value. We use the structure contour to highlight the main structure of Vela C for each tracer, as shown in Fig. 2 . The value selected for 12 CO is 50K·km/s and above, 15K·km/s for 13 CO, 3K·km/s for C 18 O, 5K·km/s for CS, 4K·km/s for HNC, while 2K·km/s for HCN and HCO + . 
Re-rotation Test
In extremely high density cloud regions, self-gravity can be the main force affecting the dynamics of the gas in GMCs. We expect the gradients to be aligned parallel to the magnetic field with the presence of gravitational collapse, i.e., the direction of the gradient shoud flip 90
• (Yuen & Lazarian 2017b) . In this section we search for the signature of gravitational collapse in Vela C using VCGs and VChGs.
We explore this by re-rotating the gradients by 90
• again at the high-density cloud regions. This is equivalent to not rotating the gradients by 90
• towards high density regions, but only low density regions. For 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 18 O, we vary the threshold for the definition of high-density region from the 75 th percentile in integrated line intensity, for which AM is close to 0, to the 100 th percentile which means that there is no re-rotation. For CS, HCN, HNC, and HCO + , we change the range of high-density region from 90 th percentile, since with the threshold at the 90 th percentile the AM is already close to 0. Fig. 9 shows the AM variation with different moment = 0 map percentile thresholds defining the re-rotated region. It shows that the peak value of AM among all tracers is achieved at 100 th percentile which means no re-rotation is required for both VCGs and VChGs to get good alignment with polarization. Thus the high-density region contributes positively to the whole AM value, among all tracers. Therefore we conclude that strongly self-gravitating, collapsing regions constitute only a small fraction of the cloud area within Vela C. This, however, does not prevent molecular gas in small scales regions below the resolution limit of the Mopra data to be collapsing and forming stars (Hu et al. 2019a ).
6. DISCUSSION 6.1. Extracting Magnetic Field Orientation for Gas in Different Density Regimes Molecular tracer maps with different optical depth provide the spectroscopic information of gas dynamics up to certain line-of-sight depth. The concept of gradient tomography was first discussed in by considering the effective accumulation line-of-sight deepness of synchrotron polarization data with the different wavelength. Both the synchrotron polarization data with the presence of strong Faraday Rotation effect and the gas spectroscopic data with the presence of optically thick radiative transfer effect share the same concept that the contribution of gas dynamics with lineof-sight deepness larger than some certain physical boundary would be effectively noise. showed that, by stacking the gradient maps from the polarized synchrotron intensities measured from different frequencies, one can create the 3D tomography information of the magnetic field. The number of layers in the gradient tomography completely depends on how many individual frequency measurements one has taken for the synchrotron data. Hsieh et al. (2019) implemented analogous idea in the case of multiple molecular tracer maps using SPARX radiative transfer code. For our analysis of the Vela C data each molecular tracer samples a different range of densities. We can therefore expect that the velocity gradients tell us about the plane of sky component of the magnetic field over different density ranges, as shown Fig. 10 .
If the velocity gradient can be used to determine the magnetic field orientation over different cloud density regimes, this also has implications for the efficiency of dust grain alignment as a function of density. Dust grains in molecular clouds are thought to be aligned by radiative alignment torques (RATs) (see Lazarian & Hoang 2007) , and in deeply embedded cloud regions the alignment efficiency may be lower as the photons of the interstellar radiation field with the wavelength comparable with the grain size would be selectively extincted. However, some observational studies and numerical simulation indicate that grains can be effectively aligned for moderately extincted dust sightlines (Bethell et al. 2007; Alves et al. 2014; Fissel et al. 2016) . Moreover, the radiation of the embedded stars can play an important role for the RAT alignment (Whittet et al. 2008) . The fact that the BLASTPol-inferred magnetic field orientation shows a higher degree of alignment with the VGT of intermediate or high density tracers towards high column density sightlines would seem to indicate that dust grains are efficiently aligned in molecular gas with number density ≈ 10 4 cm −3
or greater, and therefore that dust polarization can trace the Figure 9 . The variation of AM calculated over the whole molecular line map with different re-rotated threshold. Horizontal axis is the threshold for re-rotation. When the density exceeds the threshold, we re-rotate the gradients in that region. The left column is testing with 12 CO, 13 CO, and C 18 O. The right column is CS, HCN, HNC, and HCO + . magnetic field of intermediate and high density gas. This issue requires further studies with higher resolution molecular line observations and polarization data.
Applicability of the velocity gradient technique to other molecular clouds
The gradient technique, which shows very good alignment with the magnetic field orientation obtained from polarization data, is a promising method to infer the magnetic field morphology over a wide range of physical conditions. Low resolution polarization data is now universally available from the Planck all-sky data, while higher resolution polarimetry data has been obtained from stratospheric and ground-based instruments.
However, dust polarization may not be sensitive to the magnetic field within deeply embedded high density regions, where as the efficiency of grain alignment due to radiative torques is expected to be less efficient (Lazarian & Hoang 2007) . In addition, it is very difficult to determine the magnetic field structure from polarization data when there are multiple dust clouds along the line of sight. However, gra-dient technique can make use of readily available large scale molecular line surveys, such as CHAMP (Stolle et al. 2006) and ThRuMMs (Nguyen et al. 2015) survey, or (?) neutral hydrogen atom distribution survey and the COMPLETE survey (Ridge et al. 2006) , to provide measurements of the magnetic field orientations, which can also be cross-checked by using different tracers towards the same cloud.
7. CONCLUSION As one of the most versatile methods for probing magnetic field in the molecular clouds, the gradient method has been proposed to trace magnetic field orientations in multiple scenarios, including diffuse media, shocks, and self-gravitating regions. By examining the gradients of seven chemical tracers, and judging from the distribution of gradient vectors that are rotated by 90
• , we present here an example making uses of the recent advancement of gradient techniques from numerical and observational studies. Moreover, this work also suggests the promise of using multiple tracers with different tracing abilities to probe magnetic fields in different scales according to the density of the molecular clouds. To summarize:
1. The Velocity Gradients Technique, which is for the first time applied to multiple tracers, is able to trace the variations in the plane-of-sky component of the magnetic field within different density regimes of the Vela C cloud.
2. The Velocity Gradients Technique opens new a way of exploring the localized magnetic field in Giant Molecular Clouds without the systematic uncertainty inherent in polarization observation associated with subtracting out foreground and background dust emission.
3. We see no column density threshold above which rerotation of the velocity gradients is required to match the BLASTPol inferred magnetic field orientation. This implies that at the resolution of the Mopra data, we do not see the expected signature of the velocity gradients aligning parallel to the magnetic field in regions of gravitational collapse. We therefore infer that the collapsing regions constitute a small fraction of the Vela C cloud.
